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The world leader in medical 
technology talent management

We founded Projectus because we noticed a gap 
in the market for a dedicated medical technology 
consultancy service. Our sole mission is to connect 
medical technology companies with the best 
industry professionals across the globe. 

From our headquarters in London, our team 
consists of multilingual consultants who manage 
talent across the medical device product cycle in 
Europe, the USA and APAC.

As a market leading recruitment consultancy that 
offers clients end to end solutions, we also offer 
you solutions that make the biggest difference; 
supporting you to retain the best people in your business. This is the key differentiator 
of our service.

We recruit with superior recruitment technology which gives you the candidate’s CV, 
video pitch and behavioural analysis test results for an unrivalled recruitment service.  

If you are looking for premium talent to join your team, we would love to hear from 
you. Call us on 0203 8000 501 or email info@projectusconsulting.com and get the best 
people into your business today. 

We recruit exclusively across the medical device product cycle. 
Our niche focus enables us to maintain an in-depth understanding of the industry 
and build strong relationships with medical technology talent across the globe. Here 
are some examples of the roles we place the world’s top talent in every day.

THE PRODUCT CYCLE WHEEL

R&D | ENGINEERING | RAQA | SALES |  MARKETING | SERVICE | CLINICAL

A GREAT VISION WITHOUT GREAT PEOPLE IS IRRELEVANT THE HEALTHCARE AREAS WE COVER WITHIN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY INCLUDE:

cardiology | radiology | critical care | dental | endoscopy | imaging | ophthalmics | 
orthopaedics | robotics | emerging technologies | surgical | vascular | patient care | 

woman’s health | urology | digital health
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INTRODUCING SUPERIOR 
RECRUITMENT TECHNOLOGY
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Here are some of the client services you’ll benefit from when you 
work with us. 

OUR CLIENT SERVICES

THE PROJECTUS MISSION IS TO BE THE WORLD LEADER 
IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY TALENT MANAGEMENT

We will achieve this under our 5 company values 

EXPERTISE  |  PASSION  |  COMMITMENT  |  HONESTY  |  PROFESSIONALISM 

LONDON . NEW YORK . PARIS . MILAN . BERLIN . MADRID . AMSTERDAM . ZÜRICH . SAN FRANSISCO . DUBAI . FRANKFURT

Projectus Edge is a superior recruitment technology that adds scientific weight to ensure you hire on the 
specific skills and employee behaviours needed for your business, and ensure long term employee retention.

Simply login to Edge 24/7 from your mobile, tablet or desktop to view our shortlist of candidate C.V’s, video 
pitches and behavioural assessments at any time.  

The video pitch brings the candidates CV achievements and personality to life. Making it easier and far more 
enjoyable for you pick out a shortlist of people from the usual pile of CV’s and LinkedIn profiles. 

You’ll use science to grow your team and ensure long-term employee retention.

The behavioural assessment analyses the candidate’s employee behaviour and how they like to be managed. 
We then offer a free behavioural assessment to each member of your team to identify the behaviours needed 
to further enhance your team’s performance.  

Edge enables you to better judge skillset, character fit and emotional intelligence. It saves you thousands in 
recruitment costs through valuable hiring time saved and employee retention.

Discover more about this exciting technology during your introductory meeting with us.

edge
i n t r o d u c e  :  a s s e s s  :  r e t a i n

Have you ever fallen into the 
trap of hiring on skills and 
being let down by employee 
behaviour? 



PROJECTUS EDGE WILL HELP YOU HIRE ON SKILLS AND BEHAVIOUR! 

90% of hiring managers are here

Projectus Edge takes you furtherImpact on performance

High staff turnover High staff retention

Appearance 

Manner

Expressiveness

Interests

Presence

Knowledge

Acquired skills

Training 

Experience

Education

Credentials

Temperament and 
behaviour patterns

Attitude and beliefs

Self-motivation

Response to being managed 

Aptitude and capability to learn

Stability and persistence

Maturity and judgement

edge
i n t r o d u c e  :  a s s e s s  :  r e t a i n



DISCOVER MORE 
BENEFITS OF EDGE

edge
i n t r o d u c e  :  a s s e s s  :  r e t a i n

Edge has saved me 4 days already this  
year! 
European Sales Director, Laborie Medical

Finally, a company who understands my 
business, my specific requirements, pays 
attention to all the fine nuances, then 
goes away and delivers.
Sales Director, Europe, Cryolife

We were using 5 recruitment agencies 
in the UK and since starting with 
projectus we have not worked with 
anyone else
UK Sales Manager, Verathon Medical

One of the biggest 
reasons behind a bad 
hiring decision, is 
employers hiring on 
skills then being let 
down by employee 
behaviour. 

Another immense 
recruitment cost is 
employee retention. 

THE TRUE COST 
OF A BAD HIRE

50% of people 
leave a new job 

within 12 months 
 - Harvard Business Review

Clients using 
Projectus Edge 

experienced 
92% staff 

retention for at 
least 2 years

The average cost
of a bad hire for a

medical technology
business was 

£60,000
- Database study 

across 1000 clients

Video interviews
saved our clients

approximately 
12 days a year

It takes a medical
sales rep

on average
2-3 years
to be truly
profitable

The 24/7
multi-device
accessability

of Projectus Edge 
saved our clients

thousands in travel 
costs and time

Instability in a team results 
in a huge loss in business 
revenue and their best 
employees also moving on 
in search of a more stable 
environment.
Tim Lawrie - Founder & Managing Director
at Projectus



An applied guarantee on filling the role 

Dedicated search and selection process for each vacancy

Exclusivity on your vacancy

Video interview and assessment of all candidates

Full competitor landscape analysis on each vacancy

Psychometric profiling tool on each candidate

Payment process 

“Fee”

Analysis of your current teams psychological make up for best fit

Bespoke competency based questions unique to each vacancy

Replacement

Exclusive priority of premium candidates

Candidate shortlist available online

Compare our Client services below and 
find the best option to grow your team 

PROJECTUS CLIENT SERVICES PACKAGES
platinumgold edge

22.50%

3 Months

Contingent

27.5%

4 Months

25% Admin Fee

30%

12 Months

25% Admin Fee



Q&A
Q&A
Q&ARead our client Q&A to see how each of 

our package offerings cover your needs.  

WHICH RESONATE WITH YOU?
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A
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A
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A
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Why do I have to keep repeating myself 
to recruiters?

A thorough understanding of your requirements when partnering 
with a dedicated consultant means no more repeating yourself, 
saving you time and ensuring a better hiring match. 

How do I find the right candidates with 
the right character fit?

Our psychometric profiling tool on each candidate ensures 
company fit. We help you understand the character profile 
currently within your business and identify the ideal match to 
complement your team. 

Aren’t recruiters too busy working on 
other roles to fill ours?

You’ll work exclusively with a dedicated recruiter who will focus 
solely on your project rather than multiple roles at any one time, 
guaranteeing you a better outcome. 

How can I find out who is working for my 
competitors and what package they are 
on?

Receive a full competitor landscape analysis on each vacancy. 
Who is working where, how they are performing and what they 
are earning. We give you the results to help you focus on growth 
areas for your business.

How can I see the best talent before 
anyone else can counter offer?

You will get exclusive priority of premium candidates.

How can I get support to replicate the 
best members of my team?

Receive a free psychometric testing of your teams psychological 
make up for best fit to help identify and retain only the best. 
The key to scaling any business is to recruit the best talent that 
supports growing the culture.

How do I avoid meeting candidates that 
should not have made interview stage?

We provide a tailored video interview and assessment of all 
candidates before you meet them saving you invaluable time.



AWARDS & TESTIMONIALS

Client Testimonials

Every time I work with Projectus, they effectively demonstrate their expertise within the medical devices 
industry and recruitment. 

Working with Projectus, we are not inundated with a high volume of candidates to sift through. They provide a 
range of services and support including regular review meetings, and up to date market information. We started 

5 months ago hiring for multiple open areas. We were using 5 recruiting agencies in the UK and since starting 
working with Projectus we have not worked with anyone else. 

I appreciate the fact that I have a dedicated consultant and never have to deal with different people every day. 
Projectus host our interview days in their London offices when required and their wide range of bespoke client 

service offerings have helped to make our recruitment process run smoothly. 

I welcome their very knowledgeable recruitment approach and shared understanding of the medical device 
industry. It keeps our working relationship relevant and to the point

I highly recommend Projectus and their tailored range of client services. 

It’s really refreshing that I can work with a company that only specialise in the medical technology industry. Their 
industry focus is welcome and particularly obvious when they provide the technical and in-depth understanding 

required to comprehend the nitty gritty of the medical technology industry and our needs. 

My consultant always injects energy into the process and its highly professional in every way helping clients to 
fulfil their ideal position. With Projectus, it starts with a personal interview (that no other company does) and 
always ends in success. Their unique client service offering has been of great benefit to my recruitment needs. 

The candidates I’ve had from Projectus have been very well received I will definitely use Projectus in the future. 

UK National Sales Manager, Verathon Medical

Sales Director, MIS Healthcare 

‘Recruitment Rookie of the Year’  Winner 2017

I want the convenience of all candidate 
and interview information stored in one 
place?

Your candidate shortlist will be available online and accessible 24/7 
on any platform including mobile, tablet and laptop.

How do I get the best competency 
questions to assess whether the 
candidate is right for our company?

Incorrect or unplanned interview questions can cost you a bad 
hire. Receive bespoke competency based questions unique to each 
vacancy from us. We provide scored answers on each candidate to 
give you a better understanding of team fit before you even meet 
them.

I have wasted time with recruiters, where 
they cannot fill the role. How do I avoid this?

An applied guarantee on filling the role means you will never lose 
out.

Q&A

Q

Q

Q

A

A
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0203 8000 501

Info@projectusconsulting.com

www.projectusconsulting.com

CONTACT US NOW! 

Do you want exclusive access to expert talent across the globe?

Do you want to hire and retain the most effective people for your team?


